
Morris AP Language & Composition 2021-2022 Summer Work Packet:

Objective: Students will be required to read both a fiction novel and a nonfiction book over the
course of the summer.

Directions: Read all information on this assignment. If you have any questions or concerns, please
contact me by email at rmorris@mcalester.k12.ok.us.

● The fiction required reading is A Farewell to Arms by Ernest Hemingway.  These books are
available for pick up at the high school in the main o�ce. While reading this novel, students
should focus on the characteristics of Hemingway’s style of writing while determining what
you believe Hemingway’s (not his protagonist’s) attitude toward war is. You will be tested
over this novel on the Friday of the first full week of school.

● The required nonfiction* reading will be up to you. AP Language and Composition is
primarily a nonfiction course so choose a nonfiction topic that matters or interests you.  This
list (also attached to the end of this document) contains options for you to consider.  I have
several of these books if you would like to check one out from me; however, feel free to
choose a di�erent title (MUST BE NONFICTION), purchase your own copy, or check it out
from the local library. While reading your nonfiction book, you will select five
quotes/passages from your nonfiction book and complete five DE Journals following the
format on the following pages.  These can be handwritten or typed. These will be due on the
Friday of the first full week of school.

*Note: Due to the nature of nonfiction, some of these books contain adult themes and situations.
Please email me if you have questions about a certain text or would like to check one out from me.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1sDXfZML3KJ6Fj_NSaJKIoZ5jkSAwQ31sYtJT6pcJtZE/edit?usp=sharing


Name: _______________________________________ Period: ____ Date: _______________

DE Journals - Nonfiction Summer Work

Objective: Analyze how the writer of your nonfiction book uses language to achieve his/her purpose.
Directions: While reading your nonfiction choice book, investigate how the writer utilizes language,
situations, and audience for his/her specific purposes. When you analyze each passage, consider the
decisions the writer makes for the audience .
Consider ethos, pathos, logos, concession/ refutation, parallel structure, repetition, and any other
decisions/strategies the writer uses. When detailing ethos, pathos, and logos, go further (e.g.,
instead of “pathos,” use a verb: Edwards appeals to his religious audience’s fear of damnation to . . .)

Concrete (As a quote, cited
in MLA format) with

information on speaker

Abstract (Your interpretation and analysis)

Speaker: Myra Macpherson

Quote: “Theirs was a deeper
drive, an almost impossible
one to achieve from their low
station in life. They wanted
riches, but in order to be
independent. They wanted
power, especially Victoria.
They also wanted to do
something meaningful. It
would mean using men to
serve them, but they wanted
to be among the small band
of Victorian women who
could command their own
lives” (Macpherson 27).

- Introducing this excerpt from �e Scarlet Sisters, Macpherson uses
a vivid description of the sisters’ goal to escape their poverty and
status in life in order to highlight the desire to “achieve [success]
from their low station in life”  (27). Highlighting that this was a
“drive” by the sisters implies an intentional, singular focus of these
two women to stand apart from typical women of their time.

- Macpherson furthers her assessment of the sisters by her use of
parallel structure explaining “They wanted riches…” and “They
wanted power…” (27). By describing the desire of the sisters with
this repetitive language (“They”), she prompts her audience to view
the sisters as a package deal who had a bigger, shared vision.

- Finally, she appeals to the reader’s sense of morality by stating that
even though it would “mean using men to serve them,” the sisters
had a desire to break free and “be among the small band of
Victorian women” who had control of their futures (27). This
reversal of typical roles of the time period (women using men,
instead of men using women) exemplifies the uphill battle these
two women fought.

- These choices help achieve Macpherson’s purpose to give an
accurate, not sugar-coated, account of arguably the most
scandalous pair of sisters in American history.
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